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antigua is a world-class tourist destination, with more than 1.2 million annual visitors.
the island's rich historical and cultural heritage, cosmopolitan atmosphere, pristine
beaches, stunning mountains, and lush tropical rainforest makes it an unforgettable
destination. there are many easy day trips to visit historic towns and villages like st.

john's, bath, and valley church, and the snowcapped peaks of mount stuart and mount
st john. the vibe is relaxed. it's laid-back without being boring, easygoing without being
a let-it-all-hang-out party destination. there's a real sense of community in the island,

and everyone is very hospitable. getting around by foot is easier than expected, as are
activities and restaurants. you can even rent a bike if you prefer. although it is only 40
kilometres from st. john's and could be done as a day trip, antigua is better as a base
for exploring the region, due to its central location. the sights include the cricket and
hockey stadiums, the legendary cricket grounds, the old british colonial capital, st.

john's, and beaches with curving white-sand bays on the atlantic coast. the island is
also known as the 'english antilles', and in the 17th century it was used as a safe-haven
for pirates. as a heritage-rich destination, antigua offers a wonderful variety of historic
sights, cultural activities, sports, and entertainment. the island's official languages are

english and creole, with castilian spanish spoken in montego bay, st. john's, the
southern coast, and the villages. the most commonly spoken language is english,

however french is very popular among the businessmen.
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the state of kerala is one of the best tourist
destination in india. the state of kerala is a land of
hill ranges and beautiful forests and also one of the
most powerful natural water bodies in the world. the

natural beauty of kerala is the reason why many
tourists are attracted to the place to visit. there are
many tourist attractions in the state, and most of
them are quite popular as well. the famous tourist

destinations in kerala are kodungallor also called the
spice capital of kerala, the city of backwaters and the

home of natural beauty which is the backwater
tourism, the city of myths, kovalam, famous for its
beauty and the gem of the western ghats and ooty
which is one of the most renowned hill stations in

india and nagarhole national park which is the
largest forest area in india. an extremely enjoyable
film 7g rainbow colony is about a teenager named
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kathir (madhavan) who lives with his mother and has
a distant relationship with his father. he is an

underachiever and there is no respect for education
in his house. m is a successful woman and has

moved to samta colony, its a more affluent
neighbourhood and she goes to rainbow school, a

school that is reputed to give a learning
environment. she wants kathir to go there, though he

thinks that rainbow school is for the rich. he feels
envious of the special classes the kids get to take
like dance and music classes. when kathir goes to

rainbow school, he learns that he has to play cricket
or some other game to get into the school. after a
few days of practising his skills, he gets selected to
play cricket in a school tournament that is held in a
nearby stadium. the girlfriend of kathir's best friend

promises to come and watch the match from the
stadium 5ec8ef588b
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